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Group of companies «Textile - Contact»
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Traffic jam on Pobeda Avenue on the first 
day of a full-scale invasion 

Source: Photo Getty Images 24tv



People are waiting for evacuation. 
Irpensky Bridge, suburb of Kyiv

Source: Evacuation of Irpen residents under shelling on March 7, 2022 / Photo AP, Getty Images, The New York Times



Queues at the borders

Source: Ukrainian refugees wait for transport at the Medika checkpoint, Poland / Photo AP



A shell hits the Textile - Contact factory. 
Chernihyv city. May 2022

Source: own photo of Textile - Contact



Sewing military uniforms at the TK-
Korosten factory

The distance from our  factory to the border - 70 km



Our business - possibilities for the 
European market



TEXWORLD exhibition. February 2024

Source: own photo of Textile - Contact



Key points in defense on Day X

➢ availability of bomb shelters at enterprises;

➢ alternative energy supply solutions in case of power and communication interruptions;

➢ division of functionality and cross-functionality of employees (some will volunteer to fight, 
others will be under occupation or without communication);

➢ it is very important to maintain logistics or think through alternative supply chains

➢ creation of agreements and instructions for day “X”. In order to maintain team spirit and start 
work processes at the first opportunity, managers need to maintain contact with employees;

➢ if possible, consider a humanitarian reserve to provide water, food and essentials to personnel 
and their families.
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